Hello Friends of NLM,

I hope everyone is doing well and staying healthy.

For more than 20 years, the National Liberty Museum has been a place that shines a light on the accomplishments of heroes around the world and throughout time. Today, as we all weather these difficult circumstances, the NLM continues to applaud the work of the professionals who are doing their best to exhibit true heroism during this crisis — like first responders and medical personnel who risk their lives every day so that others may live.

But the NLM celebrates everyday heroes, too — neighbors who are helping neighbors, strangers doing small acts of kindness for each other, and people, like you, who are doing your own act of heroism by staying home to stem the tide of infection. We now invite you, our home-bound heroes, to explore our new digital resources. From kid-friendly lesson plans and interactive videos focused on liberty and heroism to thought-provoking nighttime programs for adults, we are here to inspire, educate, and engage curious minds about the ideals of freedom.

To keep up with all of the newest virtual activities and programs at the NLM, feel free to sign up for regular emails and follow us on social media.

Please stay safe. We look forward to seeing you in the Museum soon.

Thank you,

Gwen Borowsky
CEO

P.S. Our commitment to promoting and celebrating the heroes of liberty in our community and across the world is stronger than ever — and so is our unprecedented need for your support. Please consider making a donation today or becoming a member of the NLM.